2 Operation and revocation

This Notice comes into operation on the day on which it is made, and will cease operation on 31 October 2020.

3 Interpretation

In this Notice—

Act means the Road Traffic Act 1961;

Council means severally the City of Port Adelaide Enfield, the City of Charles Sturt, the City of West Torrens, and the City of Holdfast Bay;

electric personal transporter has the same meaning as in the Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) Regulations 2014;

Minister means the Minister to whom the administration of the Act is committed;

recreation path means a path that is open to the public for walking, cycling or similar recreational activities, without payment of a charge, and includes a boardwalk.

4 Approval

In accordance with the power under section 161A of the Act, I hereby approve an electric personal transporter to be driven on or over a road.

5 Conditions

An electric personal transporter may only be driven:

1. on recreation paths adjacent the metropolitan foreshore as permitted for use by Council;
2. if supplied by an operator permitted by Council, or otherwise authorised or accredited;
3. by a driver aged 18 years old or older;
4. if the electric personal transporter meets the criteria in paragraphs (a) to (d) of the definition of scooter in rule 244A(1) of the Australian Road Rules;
5. if the maximum speed of the electric personal transporter cannot exceed 15km/h;
6. if the unladen mass of the electric personal transporter does not exceed 25kg.

6 Revocation

This Notice may be revoked by the Minister or his delegate at any time.

7 Execution

Dated: 28 February 2020

HON STEPHAN KNOLL MP
Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government

ROADS (OPENING AND CLOSING) ACT 1991
SECTION 24

Notice of Confirmation of Road Process Order
Road Closure—Elgin Lane, Bray

BY Road Process Order made on 7 February 2020, the Wattle Range Council ordered that:
1. Elgin Lane, Bray, situated dividing the Allotment comprising Pieces 500 and 501 in Filed Plan 191780, Hundred of Lake George, more particularly delineated and lettered ‘B’ in Preliminary Plan 19/0042 be closed.
2. Transfer the whole of the land subject to closure to Howard Edwin Michell in accordance with the Agreement for Transfer dated 10 January 2020 entered into between the Wattle Range Council and Howard Edwin Michell.

On 27 February 2020 that order was confirmed by the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government conditionally upon the deposit by the Registrar-General of Deposited Plan 123362 being the authority for the new boundaries.

Pursuant to section 24 of the Roads (Opening and Closing) Act 1991, NOTICE of the Order referred to above and its confirmation is hereby given.

Dated: 5 March 2020

M. P. BURDETT
Surveyor-General

DPTI: 2019/14616/01

ROADS (OPENING AND CLOSING) ACT 1991

SECTION 24

Notice of Confirmation of Road Process Order

Road Opening and Closing—Corner of Lucindale Road & Stewart Terrace, Naracoorte

By Road Process Order made on 30 January 2020, the Naracoorte Lucindale Council ordered that:

1. Portion of the Allotment comprising Pieces 30, 31 and 32 in Filed Plan 217095, Hundred of Naracoorte, situated adjoining Lucindale Road, more particularly delineated and lettered ‘B’ in Preliminary Plan 19/0018 be opened as road.

2. Portion of the Public Road, situated at the corner of Lucindale Road & Stewart Terrace, Naracoorte, more particularly delineated and lettered ‘A’ in Preliminary Plan 19/0018 be closed.

3. Issue a Certificate of Title to the Naracoorte Lucindale Council for the whole of the land subject to closure in accordance with the Application for Document of Title dated 15 October 2019.

On 3 March 2020 that order was confirmed by the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government, conditionally upon the deposit by the Registrar-General of Deposited Plan 123314 being the authority for the new boundaries.

Pursuant to section 24 of the Roads (Opening and Closing) Act 1991 NOTICE of the order referred to above and its confirmation is hereby given.

Dated: 5 March 2020

M. P. BURDETT
Surveyor-General

DPTI: 2019/08486/01